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MATHEMATICS
M402 TD : Entire and Meromorphic Functions

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 70

Instructions : 1) Answer any five full questions.
2) All questions carry equal marks.

1. a) Find the order and type of f(z) = eez
.

b) Let f(z) be an entire function, then prove that f(z) will be a polynomial if and

only if )1(O
r

)f,r(M
inflim nr

=
∞→
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r|z| =
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c) Let f be a transcendental entire function which is not a polynomial of order

)0( ∞<ρ<ρ  and p(f) be a nonzero polynomial then prove that )f())f(P( ρ=ρ .
(2+8+4)

2. a) If f is an entire function of order ρ , then show that )f()f( ′ρ=ρ .

b) Let f1, f2 be entire functions of order 21, ρρ  such that 21 ρ≤ρ then show that

221 )ff( ρ≤ρ . (9+5)

3. a) If Q(z) is a polynomial then show that sinz-Q(z) has infinitely many zeros.

b) Define asymptotic values and asymptotic curves for an entire functions give
example.

c) Show that for an entire function of finite order, every picard exceptional
value is an asymptotic value. (3+4+7)

4. a) Define M(r, f), N(r, f) and T(r, f) for a meromorphic function f. If f is meromorphic
function, then show that

af b
T r, T(r, f) O(1),

cf d
+⎛ ⎞ = +⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠

 where a, b, c and d are constants such that

ad – bc ≠ 0.

b) Find T(r, f) for ez. (9+5)
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5. a) Define a slowly growing function. If L(r) is a slowly growing function, then
show that L(Kr) ~ L (r) as ∞→r .

b) Define a proximate order relative to g(r) of order ρ . Show that (r)rρ −ρ is a

slowley growing function and )r()Kr( rK~)Kr( ρρρ  as ∞→r  K > 0. (7+7)

6. State and prove Nevanlinna second fundamental theorem. 14

7. a) Define )a(),a( θδ  and H (a) and show that ≤θ+δ )a()a(  H (a).

b) If f(z) is an entire function of finite order then prove that

r

T(r, f )
lim sup 2 ( ) ( )

T(r, f)→∞

′
≤ − δ ∞ − θ ∞ . (7+7)

8. a) State and prove Nevanlinnna second fundamental theorem for three small
functions.

b) State and prove the uniqueness theorem for two meromorphic functions
f1 and f2. (7+7)
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